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JOIN / COUNT I have three tables:
organisations activities workhours

I want to update the table
workhours (where the row_id is the
same as in organisations) with the

count of the activities in that
organisation. I'm totally new to

SQL and stuck. This is what I have
so far: UPDATE workhours w LEFT
JOIN organisations o ON w.row_id
= o.id SET w.count = o.activities;

A: Try UPDATE w LEFT JOIN
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(SELECT org.row_id, COUNT(*) as
activities FROM activities a JOIN

organisation o ON o.id = a.id) org
ON org.row_id = w.row_id SET

w.count = org.activities; Fiddle Q:
problems while upgrading from

11.04 to 11.10 I want to upgrade
11.04 to 11.10. I have installed in

the past different versions of
ubuntu but always in the same

way: sudo gedit
/etc/apt/sources.list Add the 13.04,
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13.10 etc repository sudo apt-get
update sudo apt-get upgrade This
way I never had problems. I tried it

last week with 12.10, and
everything went fine. I did the

exact same thing, but now 11.10
takes a long time when it's

upgrading. It downloads the files
and just freezes at the same place

for a while. Today I was told to
upgrade from the Terminal. The

first thing I tried was to change to
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a channel for 12.10: sudo add-apt-
repository ppa:ubuntu-

desktop/ubuntu-gnome-12.10 sudo
apt-get update sudo apt-get

upgrade but that doesn't work. I
also tried: sudo add-apt-repos
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